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coefficient .. of reflex k.lysttons. This coefficient i's defined as th~-
.ln..9remental ~:.hange in -klystron fr~quency as a result of· -a :c.bai1ge .:in 
t'eIDpe-tature:.. The ind.icate·d :method is based on the theoret·ical ~na.1=ys-is. 
o.f t}?:e. ·quaitt-y faGtor of t:he-- resonant cav.ity, and its stat•i-st.ic.El.1 
.co.rre_la_t.ion ·-wi-th the frequency temper:atui·e coefficient o.f the: tube 
f';r-e·guency-·t~mperature coefficien.t: anq ;iua.lity factQr a.nd pre·serttat'.ion 
i ~-- . . > •, 
. ' ·. 
_ .. ·· __ - '. 
·-. 





--··. _._·- ___ 
.'. · .. · .. ·-·~.· .···--·.···· .. · .·. --···-·'····· 
of tbJ.$ inf.orma,tion ·1:in:· gr-aph-ica-1-::,ana-: -equat·'ion~. form,. p'erinitS- tne rap.id - ·: - . ~··· • • ., • J • • 
:c:alc'Ulat:ion o.f the frequency-tempe·rat.w·e coe-fficie·nt .fr.om ·t,h~ more-
read:i_ly: determinable quality fa;c:t_or. T)1,e: l:imits of: poss·ible ·err'or are 
}1s-: well. predi'ct~ble_-. 
..-.-
-.'-·. .. ...... ··-· 
, .. :)·' 
.$p_ecifi:ca1iy,_, the operat·tng ·1oade.d ,Q/ s- are ,measured ·at d.i-·s¢_.r,e_::t-e· fr.e·qu~nG·y . •/ . . . . . ..-.f 
intervals for- West~rn :Electric 459·- reflex. )dystrons oscillat.~·ng: in a 
f:reguen_cy' _band_ ·from: 5.9 Ghz to 6._4 :Ghz. The theory is ·pre.·sented on 
wh·fch. ·th:i'~,--- e:x.pe-rim~ntal determination·· of Q is. based. An_ experimental 
.,. evaluation ·of the f-reqµenc_y-,ternperature co.e:f:fici.eht -of' th:e_ klystron is 
' 
... 
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derivation ·of the theory and subseqtlent statistical analysis 'relates 
-·--· ·--...--·-· -- . - ------ -----·---· .. -----·-·· ·-
- ----- --- . -- -·- --- -· ··- - ··-·- ·- --· ··---- - - -- -- ----··-···-- ···---~ . ~-- . - '·--····----------····-- ·- - --- -- ·--------------·-----·- -- - ----·--···- .. ---- . 
frequencies. The resu-1ting equations are of the fo·rm .Y .• mQ + b. 
~ . ' 
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I. =-rn.troduction(l,2,3) I 
.. -· -·· - ·-·- -· . - - ·- ___ ...... --
. . . ~ ~ . . . 
--·A- quantity of considtirable interest ·:1.s····the~-qti.a.Iity- factor· ·cir,Q ··--··-·---··-·----···----···-
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energy stored per cycle divi.ded: by th~ energy dissipated or 
generated· per cycle, pres.ents ·a ·major design and te.sJ~.i.ng prob·lem . 
.i 
for reflex klystrons which co.:,tain a resonant· cavi,ty loaded. with 
. 
··an: electron beam. · -SP·e¢:Lf·ically, beam load_ing due to secondary 
emi·ssion a.rid ·a fip.i te. interactiqn gap transit angle, d.oes not make 
,, 
,;Qt_· pos·$ii>'le 'to. eva):qate · the operating loaded Q on a ·non~·operating . . . 
.. •'pold/' t.ube -or· thi.s ~:type. .· Various methods have, howeve:r., be:en 
·:pr91;>9seg- to evaluate the "hot" loaded. Q of operating .. re:f~Lex. 
k.lystro_n$. In gene.ral .. , these _·metgods are only app_liG.able, to 
""···· ..... 







determine Q, require geomet:rtcal c'hanges: .in the inte:-raqtion gap. 
:T.h1s ·results in operational changes of the ·tube. To,:·":overcome this 
d1ff.ic:ulty:, ·an a_lternate appr~ach to the problem clepends on changes: . 
! / 





·vo·ltage change·s: (.i.:e.,~. ;no changes in geomet.:ry). It- i-s this approacQ 
that will be used to d,etermine Q. { •. -I ( 
-~-.-~·· 
/' 
E:ffect's of" t·entperature variations on klystron: ope:ra'tion are 
..,. 
usual J y not of interest· , since temperature caused frequency changes 
-are normally.,, eliminat~-d by automatic feedback ~ontrol circuits, 
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·Dumber of microwave systems have been developed which do not 
,_, __ , __ ....... :.:.... __ .;. .... ..:,.... .. - . .. ··r-·····-··- ···- ---- . - . . ..... ··-• ••' • • ·~·····-"------:, ·--· •••••- L • -••• - • •• .. •... . . , .... , ·- ·-···· ·--· ··-···· --- - . 
- ., . - . .. . - - -
•·· . --· ----· -- - -
---'"-~.:-'·-~·-incorpo·rate this type of frequency compensating c;ircui try into·. - -- - - -- -- ·- --
their des.ign(5,6). Here, frequency compensation is achieved 
by ma.intaining·extremely stable ambient temperature conditions in 
_ .- .. -·- ---.t'-,r-··--~:{};. --· ... - .... which .the .. tube operates. -It~, however, - the temperature does chan-ge·,-----------·-.. -,_ ...... , ... ,; ......... · ·---
, 
even if only slightly, very small frequency changes do occur. 
Determination of frequency changes as a function of temperature, 
/ 
therefore, becomes important, and an analysis of these frequency 
changes will be ma.de. T~ paraphrase the above, the frequency -
temperature coefficients of the klystrons will be determined experi-




•· ••·····'""•'"' •·••··•·· .... ,~ ,/.-:--. .. >:-.,.,..~ - " 
··•·•••' -•·-··'• •< • ..... "'• • •· - '• •- -•··-•·•--·•·• •••·--·--·••·•••~u, • .,;•"".''"""L"''"'-w,,-"-~·•·••·~•·•··•··'·•··• ~; .... · ;" ... ,,, .. ,,;-,,,--,;"""'"' ~ ................ ·"··s:tnc·e··~15ot1"{ the ·operatin~f·-·1oaded Q an9- the frequency - temperature 




ration at a particular frequency of operation, a qualitative analysis 
shows that the Q and frequency temperature coefficient·, although 
not necessarily f\mctions of ea.ch other, are· related.. Using 
statistical analysis, based on the theoreti?8'1 derivation presented 
' I 
, I 
in this report,_a correlation study is made which relates_Q and 
~req~ency temperature coefficient at discrete frequency intervals • 
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I II. Definition of Refl~x Klystron Cavity Q,' s(l,13) 
- -·~;:·- . '' .. 
. . 
- . -- ~ .. ;_ ...•. -.-~-··"- ... 
. __ :· ... -.• ~·~ - .. __ _ 
. In ord.er to eljminate possible ambiguity, .. it is .. necessary to 
..... ·-.·· ··fUlly define- the quality factors of the reflex klys.tron cavity. 
·Eve·ry :;r.eso.nant cavity has, by the definition .to be presented,. 




. ~- .. ···-- .. --: .... ,.. -- - ........ - - -- ----- -·-- __ .l.. . - .. .. 
. . _;..thfee---~q-ua-:ki-t-y---f'aetors-which·-·are··-aefihea· by the conditions under 
·' 
) 
.. which· they are determined. Specifically, these quality factors . 
. 
... 
are defined as the internal or ~loaded. Q; ext~rnal Q,' which is 
d-er:-±v·e:d. for a +oss-fr_ee cavity which is loaded by a matched 
·tran$rni;~r_s-ion l_ine; and -lo~d-ed .. Q· of a cavity which is defined ~$ 
·the q11allty fli,¢t:o:r when it is loaded by both a transmission line;· 
and its OWii' los~ses.. _The external quality factor is represente4 r. 





~, FJ.~.e 1 shows the equivalent cir~-uit :for a resonator having only· 
,one: resonance near the frequen~y o·f operation. N, the turns r·atio, 
is proportional to th.e loo·seness of coupling { this will be shown). 
,,,A low value of -N .is: representatiye of tight coupling. A high value 
( 
. 
·,of ,,N occurs for lfght coupling. RR _is the resonant shunt imped.ance, 
f{: the s·er-i~s resistance repr"'esenting the circuit loss associated 
\ 
·with the coupling of the transformer, and the coupling circuit is ... 
:represented by an ideal transformer. The imped.ance looking- ·into 
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of the klystron, is given by Ztn. Where: 
- --- -·. -~-- ---~ -····--· - --- -- ···--- --··- -··--- - - . 
•• •••, • •• -·~-•••• •-••,, •••,_,,••«,,'••W •• ---.. -•:•,M••-:-•-• '-"-- -- . . -. - ----------
. . ··.·· ... ···-·· - Z· · - R + 
.,-
- ---~· .. _ .... -: ,,_,., _______ --- ... ·- -
~·- ... ___ . in_ -
t 
1 
·(L +· j2M 
RR -
The characteristic resonator admittance M is given q:y>:; 
' 
if - (c/1)1/2 
If we normalize the expression for Zfn with respect to t.]J~: 














l O and-· 
+ fat resonance) 
becomes quite large and. the second term ;in the denominator of 
th:e: ·expression for Zin approached zero. Therefore: 
R 
- {off resonance) 
R' = 0 for a lossless output circuit; therefore, off resonance 
t:he_ :t,nput impedance equals zero. For a. well d.esigned output 
cir ?ui·t .. R/Ro is mch less ·than o_ne ;- therefore; th:~ input impedance 
-off resonance is close to zero and depends on the circuit loss only • 
..... 
. At resonance th~ input -impedance is a function of the resonant shW1t { 
impedance and the degree of coupling. 
- -:.; .... 
' - -- ·····-·-~--~--- ·. _ __..· .... · ___ ··. _.. .... -------· ··· .. ·- -·-····:~--;-:----·-··:.,:, - . . ' -- ' -~ -· . --- ~ . - - - - . -~ -
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.. - \·"---, 
. , ... 
·"-- -- -·-··• - : .. . -·- ---
\ 0 
: .: l::J-c· . ·"- ·- - . : .·' 
·.•·· ~ 
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R (-Ro - 1) . / 





At resonance Zin 
-Ro 
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and r = r1, therefore: 
<k + 1) .. . . .. . ... · .. ·. "'. . - .' .-.-,-,~.. ~ 
(o.:er· resonance) Eqn-. ·1 
+ 




+ . 1 0. fl"' ._,_ . '<:--
. - . ~ ... ~--····--··--·----·. -- -----, ... ----··"-··-·gl:- ,,.,_ ................ ·---··-···-· -----·· ---····-~-- -- ·-·-·-· ·-· --------,· -------- . -.- ··----·-· ··-····-·· --=-----· ~-------------------... -. _ __._ __ ·.---.-~ . .- ----- ________ .. _____ ~---·"··-·-··· 
-
-
• 1 + ro (at resonance) Eqn. :2.· 
l - r 0 
Substituting equation 2 into equation 1 results in the following 
expression: 
·p 
RR 1 + rg ·1 + r1 




or RR 2 {ro 
- r3 l 
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_,,,,_ ____ _ 
(:•·· 
The normalized equation for Zin may now be rewritten in ternis. ·or 
• I 
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.. _: .... ~ .. ~- .:_~-·-· 
I 
1 + 
+ j MRoN2 Eqn,. 4. 
,. 
Re·;turning to the .definition.~_ of the quality factors of the cavity, 
. . ~>, ·, . . . 
:i.t: is known that the Q .of the ·c_avity, when loaded· by its own losses 
only, is define·d. as ir.iternal Q. or -~. Multiplying the characteristic. f 
admittance of" t-h·e resqnato_r: 'b_y the shunt resistane€ representing 
resonator losses;_ res.-uJ..t-s -in --~h expression for .internal Q or ~-... 
... 
If we: ·consider the cavity ·to. ,:be lossless and load.ea by on_ly --~ 
:matched transmission line the external quality factor or QE ·1:s 
< 
d:efin:ed_. It equals the. shunt resistance resulting from the: 
transformed value of· the matched output line mul;~·-iplied by the 
cha.racteristio I"eS.on~tdr ·admittance. Namely: 
. .....!/· 
Q- ' __ .··_· E .. Eqn. 6 
, . 
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Nof,:e: .. ·., ,, Figure 1 2 shows that the equivalent shunt resistance eq~!~----'·. _____________________ . _ ··-··-·--·--·······«-·•-····----:;: ·····-·-·····-·-·. i;N2 .... -·- ...... - _____ :.-::.·- ... --
..•..••...... ,, .•... ·-·.····:'··;·-···:-a··-,·--- ........ _ •. :·--·.. . ----·-·-······----
. ,.__.,. 
,. !t soould be noted that the ·equation for QE,i.e. Equa"tion 6, 
\:· 
shows. that. N increases with coupling that becomes looser, 
because the external"~ quality .. factor, QE, must increase as the iload .. · · 
·ts decoup:I.ed. by sory.e method, such:, .as decreasing the siz·.e· -of 'the 
ou:tp11t .coup_l_ing ir..is ..• . . 
. 
- . 
R·eturning to Equation 5 and Equatiop: 6 shows· that these expressions. 
-may be us~d to define varying ranges. of coupling. They are:(1) the 
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.. Using: t:ne: expr·e,ss·ion ·for r·eflec·tio.n- ·coefficient at resonance ;. 
'.:~ .l)"· 
.·=?,; 
R (~ RR RgN2) - 1 ,(. ' + ro: 
R (Ro -f- ~) + 1 
with R/Ro <~ 1 shows that for all .practical purpos ..es, the reflection 
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Equ~valent circuit used· in d~fining external 11uality factor,~. 
resonator loaded by matched transmission line only is_ equi·valent 





















exists when the internal Q is less than the external Q. Tht1S:'., 
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"(Ro. 
RR / RoN2 ( 1. · · 
.If this inequality is substituted into--the expression for the 
·:r.e:fl_e:ction coefficient at resonance, it can be seen that_ for tbe 
,·~und.er·coupled klystron cavity r 0 < O. Case 3 the overcoupled ~ 
'.) 
"$ 
c:ase exists when the internal .. Q is greater than the external Q. · 
Thus, Equations 5·and. 6 show that: 
If this inequality ~s substituted into the expression for the 
reflection coefficient at resonance, it can be seen that for the 
overcoupled klyst:r:,on cavity, r 0 > O. · 
i .. 
I • 
"' •• • 
• I 
. I 
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- I 
.-, I .. Returning to Equation 4 and substituting the expression ·for 
I 
I external Q, _Equation 6, namely: 
·r·esUlts • in: 
:Oi' z. J..n 
-
.Ro -
l + r1 2 +· (1 ro) 1 - r1 -




{ro_ ·- r1} 
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.--- Equation 7 relates the reflection coefficients at resonance, r 0 , 








·---· -- ·-·-·-- -- -
-- · .. -~. ---··-
. ... _·;· ~- --~. ~--- . ~ .. ·-•"' ... . . 
, ~h~-~~-f.+_¢_~t_t9r1_9<:>e~_f'icient off r.eson&nce, r1, ,-external_ quality 
factor, QE' to the normalized input impedance of the klystron 
cavity. The reflection coefficient r was earlier defined by: 
. ' 
r = ( Zin, _ 
Ro 
z.· 
1 ) ;· ( 1n 
Ro - 1 ) 
If Equation 7 is substituted into this expression for the 
reflection coefficient there results: 
1 + r1 2 
+ 1 




- r1 1 




'and t.he expression for QE becomes: 
~-- ... 
- ------- ... ·--
.. --:-- . -, 
- 1 
+ 1 
. - . -· .. --·-··---·---·- ··~ .. ·.. . 
~--
: ( r 2 - r 2) ( 1 - l'J ) 4 2 . 
F~ (r0 - r1)2 (\r\~ - r1 ) Eqn. 8 
where r 0 , r1 and r1 are as previously defined in terms of the 
equivalent circuit parameters namely the input impedance, shunt 
resistance and series resistance. 
Substituting Equation· 6 and Equation 5 into Equation 3 results 
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.,.•;~·. t .. 
:Eqn. _9 
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Now utilizing Equations 8 anq ,9, there results an expression for 
internal Q, that • is: 
.. ·:. ( . 
t . --·-····· ·-· --- -, 












J_r 2 _ r 2) 
{\rl~ - r12) 
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E . ·10: 
. ·qp. •. 
• I 
~ Finally, the loaded Q, QL i:s, as·previously stated, defined by 
the following expression in terms of the internal and external 
1 1 1 
- - - + -~ ~ QE E. 11 .. · .·qn:~ 
~ 
:Eqµations 9, 10,. ·and 11 cle·fine the reflex klystron cavity '·quality, 
~. 
; . ..., 
'"°)· 
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·III. Theory for Determining Qr. of R~flex Klystron ., 
steady-state oscillation of -a reflex· -klystron -is expte·ssea· by ··· , -• •-••·• •""""""•~•••'-"' ea, • 
the expression Yr + Ye = o(7). ·ye is the electronic admittance 
. ' 





····- ...... . ·-·----------
- "--<- __ ,.._,,_,,.--,--s---~··r-· .,.=-.. ·-- ·-aami·ttance .·-·--·-F<:i°r ·osciliation to occur:. 2QL 
. . - ..... ----
.. - .. . .. -·· . - -
. ,· 
.·.: 
·-· ,<--,- ~-·-·- - '- _· ___ ... , • 
or:· 
.2Q1 (f ; f 0 ) 
.. 0 
- tan r (2lf) (n - 1/4 - ft.>J 
G· .. : 
QL - Loaded Q under "hot" or operating conditl;ons·: 
r;r-:l/·4. -- Nwnber of cycles of electron bunch ct.rift .in 
the reflector drift space. 
f ._: 




;f0 - Resonant frequency of non-operatiri}lµystro:n 
·V 
.. R - Voltage between r~flector and resonator 
r 
.·2QL 1 df sec2 t 211 (n-1/~-ft) 2~ (-f at -fo dVR - dVR 
:.i·ett .. tng- f fo and. ft - n-'l/4 the expression becomes: -
. 2Q 1. df sec2 21r l (n-1/4 )-(n-1/4 )21t{-f dt ... L 
- -
-f dVR - avR 0 
~ 
.·. Y' •• (~ 1 t) df --r d.t . O~· • -- --· ~··'·. + 0 -:· . : ..t,:L..- -
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'-- . ·-~- .,--·· -- . ·--- -- -· - •, . -·-- - --- .. ---
. ~ . 
1 df., dVR 
>-1 
·! 















E_quation 12 is· tbe 1~.xp,te·-s:-sion which is used to :determine Q1. The 
_parameter df /oVR i's tne modulation sensitivity of the tube when 
ft =- n-1/4. ~s.ed o.n an expe·rimental observation by Re~~a(8), · 
.ft < n-·1/4 ,is· ::op;ta.in·eq when maximwn power output at the ·frequency 
of operation, :e.xlst.s: after adjusting the repeller voltage to achieve 
·-tbi-s 't}o.hditioi1.. A further experimental determination by .Reed shows 
£n~t :tne f.requency of operation is giv.en as a linear funct-ion of 
.pep~:lle_r volt~ge: ·b·y the expression: 
,·"'.: 
t· _::; 'm, VR + b 
Neglect·ing .:space charge effects the klystron bunching theory 
.. : 
·--····-········---··-~···--·-.. --·- _ .. _-_. ,.. .. ____ . -__ _ _____ ..... --:pr~:d~ ~:!-~~ -~~~~- .. -~~~---~-~~-!!~!ll!.~ .. --.~~-~~-----~-: ___ !~---~-h-~--~g~!:_!_f_~----~-B~ .. 9-~~ i .. ~~---·g·~-!!~f_tt,~l,l:: .. -~~-~-~-----~--. ,:_--.,----·········-··--····-··"'"· 
•· ••. • 1 • 
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~.--~··M-~- • '-•-• ••'••<••••·- "••• - •-••-- ·-.••••- . -~ -··-•- ., ~ 




.. w,n$··r.e;:: .m - el~tron mass: 
·-d = ~repeller to G2 grid distance 
:, 
· -electron charge 
,._,. . ·= 
·Y.:.C)' " cathode to resonat;or voltage 
·vR- - resonator t.o repeller voltage 
I This firs:t· order approximation gene rally suffices · to explain 
klystron eehavior. H~ever, to represent actual Klystr·on op~r:at.~ort·· 
·;· .,j 
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more accurately, the following expression is considered to be 
t - A B -· .. 
+ 
- VR2 + VR 
-.,, 
y 
where A,' B, C. • • are constants. 
Equation 15 does indeed result 
Using Equation 15: 
t 
+ 






C ' ... 
vR3 
It will now be 
" in Equation ·13. 
then after neglecting higher order terms: 
f - g 
-
A B 
- + yR2 VR 
. 
·r - g VR ·vR \. .. ) ( AVR B + 














- - + VRA2s + v82A3B + AVR + B A •••• 
or: f - g VR 1 ( - + A 
+ B' 
-- --··-·-c.~--····· _.._ ____ ·-~----. -<::-···--·--------- :;--- --'·----,- -- -- - ------- - - - - ~ --
·., 
-- .......................... I .. . 
1 
VRA2B + 





v82A3B + .. · .. ) 
+ 
. ·.. ) 






- ... -- .... -- .:·: ·. -- ·. - ·- - . 
· 17. 
'' 
which establishes Equationl3 or: 
·- :r ; · ··mv8 + b 
. ·,:)·· 
.. ; 
and shows that the expression :fort (i.e. Equation 15) is correct. 
Since ft = Q, EqJtion 15 differentiated with respect to VR results_ 
- - - - --- ·-. - -
--· .... 
___ . _________ ....... ---····--··-······"·'·····. --- ----- --
. .- ...• ···•·· ... ·- ,- ····,/-:· ·:···· ........ ,--• . 
in: ,, 
f dt f A 2B 3C -
- (-yR2 - Va3 yRtt + ) av - - - • • • R 
,. 
• 
f( A l it is possible to -Also since g = B ) ' establish a 
. . . ' 
- + vR2 VR 
known Q1 = n1 - 1/4 at a\given repeller voltage v1 as determined 
by obtaining a maximum power output for the klystron. This can be 
repeated for Q2 and v2• Thus two simultaneous equations are derived 
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,~ 
from which: A = V1Q1 
f 
-
V2 (V1Q1 - V~92) 
f (V2-V1) 
B = ~ V1V2('V181 - V2Q2) 




------ ~---------~ -- ----------~-.----- - - -- --
-------- ~-·------. --- - - -- ---
dt 
fo dVR = 
.. 
-· .. . . 
-91 
-Vi 
.V2 (V1Q1 - V2Q2) 
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In this case ~or the tubes under test when substituting Equation 





Equati-on 17 -w-ith f 0 ---~ ···5-.·9··-Ghz·- , ·6.0 Ghz 
, 6.1 Ghz, 6.2 Ghz, 
6.3 Ghz and 6.4 Ghz, Ql = 2.75, and Q2 = 3.75 is used to 
determine the QL's of _the Klystrons wider test. 
-. 
•r. 
·, ' ·). 
~-. 
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IV. Frequenci-Temperature Coefficient -- ~f/ Lt - Definition 
The frequency-temperature-coefficient of the klystron under·test 
is defined as the shift in frequency as a result of klystron 
temperature changes. All other tube parameters of the tube 
.... .,.-. ' .. , -- ... '·~···;·_:,. ...... ::.- ......... -., ., .... ····· . ···--·- ···-····· 
. - " 
--- ------ - . -------··- --------.. :,---------- ------such a-s repelle-r, resonator-, and heater voltages are hel·d. ·cons·tant·--~-c:_--,----.---"- .. - -- ---- ----
Specifica,lly, the frequency temperature coefficient - Lr/ l;. t is 
defined as: -~ ) 
() 
or: 
Where T1 - temperature in °Fas measured at a specific point 
in the klystron cavity after temperature stabilization 
has ·occurred. 
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T1 = temperature in °F 
klystron frequency of oscillation in Ghz 
r1 frequency in Ghz 
•, '\. 
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V. Theory - Correlation Between Q and. Freg.uency Temperature 
- ·-- . - -·· - - - - . -: ...... -... ·- - . ----------···.· .. _____ -· -··----· ·· · Coefficient ( 9, 10) 
' . __ ,,.,. .. , _,. .... ~.-.:~ .. - -:· . . . . 
In order to establish the expressions for the relation between 
Q and Y (where Y equals the frequency_ temperat~re0 coefficient 
: · -~f / A tin Ghz /°F) at 100 Ghz increments throughout the frequency 
band of the tube, the following theory is presented as a foundation 
.for determining ·y = f (Q). 
In a correlation study n pair of values (i.e. Q1 Y1, Q2 Y2, • • • 
·Qn Yn) are known. It is necessary to prove that a straight line 
of regression can be calculated for these in pair of values. 
Definition: Given a number of points (Q1, Y1, Q2, Y2 ••• Qi Yt·······~. 
·..I.· 
• 
.. _._ .... , ~- ,; ... ··-
It .. ' ' 
j l [ ' 
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., 
these points so that the sum of squares of deviations (di) from 
f ··-., 
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i = 1 
or Y1 - na - b 
-. ,; 
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Q1 = 0 where n - number of pairs 
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_____ , _______ .. Tn_e_ ___ ,_tjme,, ___ )inder_· __ :te.st.,-.. --.for-,-Whi-ch--corre-lation-between- -Q--and- f'r-equency-------·-------·---.. ------
·~-- temperature coeffi.cient variations w_as established, is_ a low 
... 
voltage reflex oscillator-of .the external cavity type (Western 
Electric. Tube Type 459A) operated near 6 Ghz. Usually, th_e 
t-ube, is deviated mechanically in a frequency range from 5. 925 Ghz _ 
to 6_. 425 Ghz; however, in th.e -spe .. c~:al- case for this study- the 
' .. 
-t·ube was operated at si-x dia.c:t,~te t·oo mhz frequency intervals 
r.a.n_gtng f-rom -.5·:-..9:. Ghz to ,6.4 Gbz·-: 
di·.electri_c cylinder -wh,ic_h forms :part of the vacuum envelope:. 
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-I 
ihducti ve :pa.rt- of the: cavit_y is,'' :t:n general' conta-ined- in the· 
t_he- :j::nducti ve portion of' the cavity by means ·of -a moving plunge-r. -





interaction gap- t-h~refore does not change when the tube is 
tuned. _Of f_µit-h~r interest is ·the fact that the d·ielectri.o 
~ 
,, 
· dts.c:ontinuity of the vacuuni ie.nvelope inside the: c·avi ty makes 















:The tube :fs ·normally operated in the 2-3/4 mode with a nominal 
-. 
_ _ _ _ .power output of .125 watt. Heater voltage and resonator 
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I 
. . ·······-·-,····-, .. - •..• ·.,...·~ _··_- .. -....... -._, __ .,.,k-••·· . . ~=- .: -
voltage is maintained at 6.3 volts and 400 volts respectively. 
... 
--··. . .•... _ .. ,. - " .. ·- ... . . .... - ""'·-;;.--·"'""··--····· --··-------~----- ----···· .. · ....... .---,, -~ ······ ... -·· ...... ~ . . .. - . - .. ~ _,..,. . . .. - . . .. -.:... .. 
The repeller voltage is adjusted to·between 90 to 180 volts 
negative with respect to the ·tube's cathode to achieve maximum 
,, 
power output. Operation of the Klystron in the.3-3/4 is 
established by reducing the repeller voltage .t_o between -20: 
t.o -60 v6lts for the same frequency of operation which -i.s 
tis:eid in the 2-3/4 mode. 
,; 
The Klystron has a waveguide output and is flange mount-e·d. 
Stability of the output frequency over. a wide range of ambient 
temperatures is obtained by completely passive methods through 
.. 
the _use .. o·f liquid-vapor, cooling boiler--attached to-the· (?utput · 
-· --- : -- - --- ---·- --------,- --- - -- ---- --- -- --.;·-- ---~. • ,--- ·- ·----·- -- -- ···············--·--·············-···-··-·····-····-··"···-·---·······--~---------····-----·_·--·-·:···----····--··········-··-···-·-·-······-----,_·,- .. _-·· .••....•. · •. l'-_·., .. _··. ··-.··.-·-·-····--···· ···--·-"·······"····--
flang~. Changes in -i:riternal tube temperature are ·qbtained by ;) 
vaty1-n·g: ·the. :pre·ss.ure on the liquid-vapor cooiin-g ·bo:i_l·er_ • 
... ,.,, 
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t' 
·vII. Testing Procedure and Equipment Used f'or ·netermining Fre.g.uencl 
Temperature Coefficient - ~ f /Lt 
... 
The reflex oscillator under -te·st op~rates in a frequency band 
" from 5.9 Ghz to 6.4 Ghz. In order to. mea.sure frequency changes 
in the , Kilocycle range, ultra-stable pOWer supplies arid jftea.suring· 
devices were used. Simila~ly, temperature changes were measured 
using a high precision potentiometer and appropriate thermocouple 
arrangements. 
' 
Each tube under test was attached to a chamber (boiler) containing 
·a boiling Flurochemica1(5,6). Both tube and chamber were insulated 
to minimize effects of ambient temperature f!tic'tuations. Extremely 
stable repeller and resonator volt·ages were obtained from John Fluke 
··· Powe·r Supplies·~·. Voltage drifts; "whl~h ·auririg··· the tw~-liour ... testing·----··--·--·-···-· .................. . 
time to determine the frequency drift coefficient of the tube do not 
<> 
exceed 5 millivolts, were.determined using John Fluke Differential 
, ·· Voltmet'ers. The frequency shift of not greater than ~01 Ghz can 
- ---- - ----- -- - - ·-· ----- ----···---·-----·-··-·---·-·-··········------------·····-·-······ ------
--- ----"·--·--·--··-~·--·-··--·--·----:--·-- - ·---· - - - -'---'-. ·--·. ' -----------··-···-····----·----
voltage change. This is minimized by 
I ': adjusting the voltages (if necessary) to their original value prior 
-· - ·- -·-- ...... -······-···- ••• ··-·-···•"-·· • --··.,:--:-: ·-. w ._ ·-.~.- • ." • "' •• _ _. •••••• - '" 
to taking readings. 
·,_.,.--·,........_ -
The operating frequency of the tube was 
determined from a "beat" signal with the thirtieth harmonic "Of the 
. . 
Transfer Oscillator. The Transfer Oscillator frequency "locked" 
on the output frequency of the klystron, was continuously observable. 
on a digital Voltmeter. The klystron ~perating frequency of 
....... _ ,~. ---~···· .. -- :, :. -·-·- ·-·· 
·--···--·-- - _- .- ·- rfl'' . . -·--·-~,----~--~=--
:{ 
\ 






approximately 6 Ghz was thus obtained with an error of less than 
)' 
. ---~, .. , ... ·--·-····-----··· . ·-····.··;,• .. ,. ..... - ..... ,_ .:·. . .. 
- 600 hz. --···· ·-A- t-hermocollple circuit--- connecte-a-- to the klyst·ron· under ··· ······ · ------------ ------- -- --- ------- ------,-
1---'c- ~ ---~-~""---~~------tes-t-and referenced against a constant. 32°F thermocouple junction 
] 
. -.. --.-~ ·- •"·.:--··-- ...... -,.~-·~.· '", .. 
. . . 
was attached to a Leed.s and Northrup high precision potentiometer. · . 
. .... ... , . ·~ . 
. . Klyst·ron temperatures' with a. . measur·emerit error of <no ioore than 
. . 0.1°F, were obtained. During tests, klystron resonator and heater 
voltages were ~00 and 6.3 volts respectively, Repeller voltages 
were adjustedrfor operation in the 2-3/4 mode and for peak power 
output within a range of 90 to 18o volts negative with respect to 
0 the tube's cathode. Tube t~mperatures stabilized at approximately 
250°F; or at the boiling point of the Flurochemical. Following_ 
measurement of tube temperature and. frequency, an increase in--the 
_Q pressure _on the. boiler li-quid., followed. by restab:l:lizatton, · ----- --_- ---- · · · '"- .. _ j 
. ~ • 
. - ...... ,.· ........ : ....... -••••••• -··· ••• ~ .... -- ·-·· ...... n ···-- ··-- .:-~ •• -~ • .•• ..:. -·>·---.~:--:··.----! .. ·~---·-·-,-·.: .. ~ .... ,.; .... , ...... ,. ·-· ··r"" ... - . . ._ __ ........... -·····.. . . - ........... ,. ....... _ ......... ------·-··-------·--·- ·-·········--· ,., --- ..... -· .. . .. . 
.- ! . 
--·-------------------~ 
- . _, ·• ..... ~- .. , . . . ··- ,· ·-·,: .... 





permitte~-, .. ~ second measurement of temperature and frequency.-· The_ 
..... 
......... ! 
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28. ti t . 
VIII Test~pg ~ocedure an~ Equi~ent Used for .~~termining Q. 
The. 'equipment \ised · for· ·making the ·necesi:;ary measurements foi.-
I j 
·- .,.··~--··-- -----::.-.. ... ,~--'--;-·---~--- ·-······· - . -- - .... _ :a 
~ in the previous section. RefBrring to equation 17, the . ' ! . • 
1
- ........ -, , ...... 7 ,,, ., ..... - ... --- ·· .... - - ... --ope·rati-ng --f-reque·ncy ·f~· ·.·was· measured as previously ··described~ ··· ·· · 
. 
• !:· ' ''.i'l'>·::.. 
.. 
'· 
Modulation sensitivity or df/dVR was calculated from frequency 
·changes resulting from--a change of 0.1 volts ir1 repeller voltage 
at the frequency of operations. 
d 
.. (Note: The frequency ch-0bge thus observed was of the order of 
q 
magnitude of 15 Khz; the previously described frequency 
measuring apparatus made it possible to make this 
measurement with a negligible error.) 
. ' 
- __ : .. ~:_ .. : ..... _-___ ·: .... __ : -~~-::~ .. :-·--·.-'c-~i ......... ~:, .. ::, ........ ~:_:_::, ,_: __ :,_~:. ____ :_ ::.~---.:~-~ -·• -~2- .. •?..!_~-.~~.~· -~ ~~1!~:J .. ~~!e 2 ~-~/~ ... -~~ .• ---~·=-~/-~ -···-~·.~.~:.~~-~Y:~_r··: _____ -y_i_ .. :_ -:" -
l. 
was adjusted for peak power output in the 2-3/4 mode at the C 
\ 
frequency of operation. V 2 was adjuste.1 for operation in th·e 
3-3/4 mode and for operation at frequency f 0 • ,_ 
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IX. Qualitative Analysis of Experimental Procedure , _._...--··---·------ --- -----····----~--- ___ .,_ 
_,,-: . 
- -- '"••••-·~MO~-·-··-~----- ---~- --·--.' 
. ~ -
- . . ---_- __ :_: .. ·::::~ .. :_, .. :·:.~~-:·_:::_-__________ ····-··············Preceding· the· experimental work n_ecessary for completion of this 
- ..... --· ____ .... _ .. .. . . 
.... ·-·-:········: ________ ·~-'--"··~-'-~-=: ... :.-.C--=·--·--·······--··stiidy; ·the· :f'61iowing qualitative analysis was made. It is known 
that the Q of a cavity·(in this case the Klystron cavity) is 
indicative of the device's efficiency and is a function of the. 
cavity's geom~try(12). 
Furthermore, high Q indicates high efficiency; low .Q Indicates 
low efficiency. Heat dissipation {or energy loss) in the 
efficient high Q device is smaller than in the low Q device. 
. Therefore, a constant incremental external temperature change, 
as produced by changing the boiling point of a liquid in contact 
with the tube produces a different· internal temperature change I . • ·- . . 
- . 
..: ., , . .,, ..• -... 
-··,•·----·--···-······················"· ... 
) • 
·,.,· _.,.:;·".',.,•.", ..... /.:. '"-"'"·'·,•-• .• ,,, , .. , o•' ,•,, •-,•,._,,. •·• •.. ,. ·•··•· .,. _.., .. •• 
.... ······ ··········-·· .... , .. , . . . -~- -.---
. · for a:· high Q device than the internal temperature change . . 
~roduced by the application of the same external temperature 
. ./ 
variation to a low Q device. Or a constant extern~ temperature 
change results in different internal tube temperature changes 
,.. t O 'O O ~ O O O 
______ .:.._-_ ••• - , , •• ·-----------··----···--------------- -·-···-- , -·4-··-···-- -· ·-" ····-
- -····· .. -- ····-·--· •• 
------··· --
-
---·- ·-··-··-----·--·--··-------·---~--· ·-· 
for' tubes having differen~ Q's. The approximate expression 
·for the Klystron cavity resonant frequency f = c/'l\ ' 
. ) 
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.. 
of geometric cavity changes. Thus, both the Q of tne cavity 
.... ---··· __ ,,,,•··-·- _., ___ ., _ _.. .•..... ,,-- --~-- .... , .. --.. --- .. -·- _.., __ .,,-,.------···-· .. 
Klystron's ge_ometry. .Based on this quaJ.-itat·ive · -analysi-s>,··1t·· · -· --·- ··· ... _ ....__ ---- - --
will be shown that using statistical analysis, mathematical 
expressions can be deriyed for the relationship between Q and 
l:.:f ,/ {~. t -at discrete· frequency intervals throughout the 
frequency range of the reflex Klystrons under test. 
. ~ .... ·-~·-·-,-:,- ••. ••::--.·-: :- .. ·---:-····'" <,·,: ., ' 
.;.,:. 
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31. 
X. Conclusions 
- -~ -- --·---· -........ - -··--· The reflex klystrons·, r~doml.y_~lJ.Q~en._fro111_production tubes,· 
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to 6.4 Ghz. Both Q measurements and. frequency-temperature 
coefficient mea·surements were mad.e for twenty dif'f(:?:r_~nt. tub.es. ___ ...... --·"--·--·.:,. __ ,._. ___ _.,, __ :-------------·- --- - ..... -···. .. . ' --
The time necessary to conduct the Q measurements and the 
frequency-tempe\-ature coefficient measurements precluded IOOre 
than 120 tests. However, the statistical evaluation and the 
establishment of the-appropriate correlation charts at each of 
the six test frequencies is based on data which, although not 
large in quantity, results in statistically significant compendia 
as shown in Figures 5 through Figures 11. That statistical 
. significance e.xists i§_ evia.enced by the .f factors which range--. . r 
from 5.157 to 15.598 for the correlation data at the six test 
frequencies. (Note: for f factors of 4.410 and 8.290 respec:t'ively, 
statistical signiricance" 9f .. 95 percent ~d 99 percent exists.) 
-·· - ;-- - . 
'.,.,N_, .... _-,.-.,·· • 
·:. ' 
'· I 
Therefore, based. on the data s_hown in Figures 5 through 10 _ -~!!-~-------·-.. ---~-~---~---. ,----"...::....,,.-_ ---~--------;_ -~----- .. ---- ·--····--···-· -------··-··- ··-·- ., .. -- --- - ---·--·--·- ----· - ....... . - -·······--· ··-- .. -~-· -···--·-····------------·------·--------- .. , 
. 
.. 
-··-·-· ----·· -···-·-·-···· 
·--·-··---·-----··-··--·------·--- .. 
·--·· ------------
~- ------~-------------~-- -. . .. 
-··-----···---
·summarized in tabular form.in Figure 11, it can qe seen that 
the two performance characteristics of the reflex klystron, 
namely hot loaded Q_, or Qr,, and. frequency-temperature coefficient 
at discrete frequency intervals, can be related by mathematical 
, expressions. It is important to note that the experimentally 
determined expressions thus could present the extremely useful I.. 
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coefficient, by replacing it with relatively simple and short 
------------·----------·--·----···------- ---- - -- - - - - - .. ·- - - -- - - -·--·-- ------
-- -- ----- -
~-,---~~.,----,.--,--,------·--·--------· - ·---· --- -
.. _time interval tests for. hot loaded- .Q. ___ , __ ....... --·-·-·--·--·""~-·-··.:- ...... ~ --· - --- ---:--··--· :·--· - . Relatillg the Q, -thus 
determined, t_<?_ ~~~ ... J'.:req~~-DGY"".'t.em:perature .. coefficie~t by-means -of· ···· - ····--····----- ···· · ' - • ' .......... - .... . • ... , ... ... o . ......... - . . : ...•. ,-; .. ~. ;::.,i.,-.·;,;. . ·- ... ·...... ............. • 
· the ·appropriate charts or nomographs established. for individual 
... .,. 
tube types, would g-i ve 5.i~+e anti quick i-esµl.'t~ fQt .... :fr_equency- -·-·-·-···:·-·--···-· -·- ,. __ : ------ - ··---~---·-------~--· ___ i,,.:.. _______ ,~------ ------ -·- --··---· ................ - •.•••••. ,.------ •••••.• 
.. ,, 
. - . :.. . :- . . . . .... . . ' •.. . .,__ , 
•' ,r 
I· 
temperature coefficient at any pred.etermined frequency of test. 
As has been mentioned previously, the difficµlty in establishing 
noioographs of this nature lies in the fact that the ind.ividual 
tests for frequency drift coefficients are very time consuming, 
(i.e. testing time for each data point is long to assure absolute 
temperature and thereby frequency stability). However, once this 
difficulty is overcome and the nomographs are established, a 
~ pos_sible me_t~od presents itself ,herein, which eliminate~ .time . 
A·,. . 
con~Juning tests for frequency-tem;p·era,ture coefficient"s of the 
reflex klystrons. 
; .. , . 
It should, however, be noted that the inherent error in the 
,---·"·--·-·-------------'---:-----.-:.:--~a---·· __ ,_cc,:--------------eorrelat-i~orr·--betwee·rr-···Q;·--and·tne fre·quent:fy~temper~ture coefficient· 
(as evid.enced by the sigma limits shown in figures 5 through 10) 
makes it necessary to qualify any such method by assuring th~t the 
r~nge o~er which the frequency temperature coefficient may vary1 
exceeds the error introduced by the experimental correlation 
~ 
between this coefficient and Q . 
. , 
• r ~ 
"?, ... 
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Thus, the effects of temperature variations on klystron operations, 
--~-----.. ·· ------~------- - - .. ··-- ---·-· -· - . . --- --- --- ·------- ---·- --- -
·---'-"-'---· . '· ···-·-"-'--' -
----- ' ~ -'-~'='-C,-,- ' which have· become ·tmporte.nt With _the. newer. microWS.ve . Systems 
..... ~----· ·-··· ·- - ·····-------~------·-·:-·-: 
have been elimina. ted, can. be monitored by a related ... measurement 
this report d.emoristrates this possibility. 
. ..~ . 
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Summary of Relationships Between Frequency-Temperature 
Coefficients and Quality Factors 
:.-._ .. : 
f~f1 
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E9.uation Relating Frequency-Temperature 
Coef:f'i'cient and Q 
.1n11. /°F --
. z .. 
y 
- .00139 Q 
-
.. 3.840· 
Y' - .. 00128 Q. ·- .,3679 
·y .~ •. 00210 Q ~ .•. 4586 
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expression. , The· distribution is perfectly syDID:let:rical about its_ .. ·· · 
~-, · mean and has the familiar "bell .shape" which 1·s illustrated in 
Figure 14. The equation for the normal distribution, although 
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1. 68.26%- of' the total~rea is contained within an area at a 
di stance of ±. one sigma from the median ( see Figure 11:) . \ 
2. 95. 5% of the total area is contained within an area at _a_ 
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Reflex Klystron Test Data ;,_::,_::. 
, _ ,., ow •. ·• ••, ""'""'-"" ••••••••, · ,,,_._ ,•',
0
,=,.,·-•.v,-- , ... :··- ., ·;• ,· :::· ._,,n, _,·,·· __ ,··,' ., .. , • ,.- ,,,.. · • .,.,_,, __ : ~--: -·· -·· ,...,_ ... _. 'nuP•;~•••-•••-•;.,-• •'•• 
00
·•-~•••,.~·u•n-n•••••••_.:.:~.-=~-
1. Definition of Symbols 
v1 . = Repeller voltage (2-3/4 mode of ope·ration) .in negativ~ 
volts DC. 
-
·V2··:,- ·V3 = Repeller voltages for calculation o_f G. V in the 
expression for modulation sensitivity; namely lr/ ~ V 
in mhz/volt. 
. fl 
.. ;p.2. L._.· 
~ 
- -Repeller voltage (3-3/4 mode of operation) in negative 
volts DC • 
- Frequency of operation of Klystron, at v1 , in mhz. 
- Frequency of operation of Klystron, at v2 , in mhz • 
- Frequency of operation of Klystron, at ~3, in mhz. 
* :f1 - Frequency of operation of Klystron,. in mhz, at start. of 
- ----------- fr-equency temperature coefficient test, 
. ~ . 
. .. . ...: 
-------------.. -, ... -· ···-·,·-----~-~-- -.- .. -.:+. -- . :-.-: -~- --_, .... _,., .. _._- .. -.-· ··--.· · .. -- --- _____ : ._ -. ·-·- - :,.·---- -.. -----. --·. -· ----·- ., ..... ________ ,.' .... ·-· -... ., .. '" ........ , .. , ...... . ,,, ,,,., •••,•, '"""'"'""'''''" .,,,,,,,.,•,,, oc•·••, •••• ••• •·•••••••••••••••·•••· •••• •••••·•••••"·"'-•••••,•O•,•••'•••••'"••-"'""'"-•••Ourr••-·•••••·••• .. T•,_.,.,••-•••·••"'•~•-••L-•••p••-••••">•"""-•rn-.,•,••·•-•••••••••••"·"-"" 
•. 
Frequencies of operation of Klystron, in mhz, at -.Klystron 
temperatures' T2 and .r3 during frequency temperature 
coefficient test. 
Tr - . Temperature of Klystron, in °F, at start of frequency 
temperature coefficient test. 
, • I 
-·-----·---····---··-·---- ~--·-. . . -·-· .. ··----~---~ . - .. -------·--·····-·-··--·--·····--·--······----·--- ---·--·- ····---- -·'- -·-· -· -- - ·-. .. .. -· ·······------- -··-o--- ··-·--·-·-·· ----·····--···-·-·-······-··-··-----~-----·-·----------·---·--·----~ ~ .. ·---- --·--··-·-·-···----··-··----, 
· :T2 , T 3 = Temperature of Klystron, in F, during frequency · .. · f temperature coefficient test. · · l 
. 
-2. Determination of frequency of operation of the reflex Klystron. 
\. 
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